Steamship Unearths Many Buried Treasures

The Peking has unburied a number of valuable treasures, including ancient coins and jewelry, in the course of its voyage to America. The ship was traveling through the Himalayas when the treasures were discovered.

MANN BESTS ALLRIGHT

No one can best Mann in the art of catching fish. He has caught more than 100 fish in one day, and his methods are so secret that no one can copy them. His favorite fish is the trout, which he catches by using a special bait.

FRESH COP FOUR FIRST PLACES IN SATURDAY'S MEET

Hall Won One First Place and Two Seconds to Be High Scorer of Meet

Violinist Sings a Song of Love

The violinist, known for his virtuoso playing, performed a song of love that moved the audience to tears. The performance was so emotional that the audience gave him a standing ovation.

Dr. Elwood Mead Addresses Large Audience Friday

Second Aldred Address of the Year Is Illustrated By Many Slides

College Tendencies Appear At Institute

The institute has shown a decline in recent years, with the number of students dropping by 20%. This is due to several factors, including the increasing cost of tuition and the availability of online courses.

Yale-Harvard

Yale Players Defeat Beaners Decisively, 24-8

Take Six of Eight Matches On Varsity Card; Win By Time Advantages

FRESHMEN DOWN 28-4

Yale players took the Beaners to their heels, trouncing them 28-4. The game was a smashing success, with the Yale team winning all eight matches.

Largest Crowd Attends

Strange:

The largest crowd of the season turned out to watch the game between the two teams. The game was highly anticipated, with both teams having a chance to win.

The Tech

The Tech
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